
Crazy Holiday

1. First Name

2. Surname

3. Number

4. Number

5. Adjective

6. Adjective

7. Adjective

8. Adjective

9. Colour

10. Number

11. Number
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13. Day Of The Week

14. Year

15. Adjective
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21. Colour

22. Adjective

23. Noise
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24. Feeling Towards Something Such As Intrested Or Intrigued

25. Material

26. Number

27. Number

28. Original Celebrities Name

29. Adjective

30. Colour

31. Body Part 

32. Body Part 

33. Original Celebrities Name

34. Original Celebrities Name

35. Adjective

36. Pet Name

37. Nationality

38. New Celebrity

39. Original Celebrities Name

40. Adjective

41. Number

42. Number

43. Original Celebrities Name

44. Country

45. Adjective

46. Liquid



Crazy Holiday

Well, where do I start. My name is First name surname . I am number years of age and

work as a number . If I had to sum myself up I would say Adjective , Adjective and

Adjective . I have Adjective colour curly hair and stand at number FOOT

number . So, now that is over and done with, I will tell you the story of when I met number and

what occured that day.

On day of the week the 6th of JUNE in year , me and my Adjective mate called

persons first name persons surname went on a number day holiday to place . When we

arrived at the hotel, we knew something was strange to begin with. Our room was Adjective and have a

mysterious colour wallpaper on each wall. We thought nothing of it until we heard a knock at the door.

The knock was Adjective and was accompanied by the sound of noise . I was confused and

slightly feeling towards something such as intrested or intrigued . "What was that!?" I thought to myself. As I opened the

creaky material door, I was greeted by number . I couldn't believe it! What was number

doing here? original celebrities name greeted me by shoving their Adjective colour

body part up my clinched body part hole. original celebrities name saw the confusion on my

face and said

"Sorry mate. That was a bit rude of me. My name is original celebrities name but you can call me

Adjective pet name . This is how we nationality greet eachother. Do you mind if I come in



?" 

I paused for a second. I couldn't believe I was talking to a celebrity. "Of course baby! Come in!" I yelled. This

was the biggest mistake of my life. In no less than 3 minutes, they had tied me up and was stealing all of my

NOUNS which I brought with me. How dare they. Suddenly, none other than new celebrity walked in and

confronted original celebrities name . After a Adjective fight which lasted around number

minutes and number seconds, original celebrities name was dead. That was it. I was freed and

deported back to country . As I lay in my Adjective bed, probably due to the high quantity of

liquid that I left in there, I reflect on that trip. I do not want to go back!
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